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The best gift ideas for men - one thing you Google, one thing you consider, one thing you think so damn hard about you forgetting why you wanted to give the man, or maybe men, these gifts in the first place. Not this year. Not this dumpster fire of a year. This year you will Google with intent (come directly to GQ), you will meditate on, but do not overthink
which of our suggestions will most suit this man (who certainly deserves to be spoiled just a little bit because we are not all, we do not all) and you will feel so incredible when you give this gift, not like the other years of Sad Socks or Fine Flannels that you will remember what vacation gives is supposed to be about. Swag. The best in the country. From you, a
king of good taste, to him, your absolute favorite. Without further ado, here are 58 of the very best gift ideas for men you're likely to come across this holiday season. All products at GQ are independently selected by our editors. However, when you buy something through our retail links, we can earn an affiliate commission. The least boring chord coat of all
time. You can rely on Patagonia with almost any outdoor staple, and it includes ribbed beanie that's glued to your head from November onwards. The best under-$100 sunglasses that don't look (or feel) cheap. Now that our workwear is 50% lounge wear, it's time to dress even harder during off hours. As with this Turkish cotton robe; when a towel with
sleeves, now a quarter wardrobe essential. Treat your pants with some vintage suede three-striped goodness, extra thick sole. Especially the brown ones. All he wants for Christmas are these perfect pleated pants. Because he really just wants to dress like this. Even watching snobs can respect this twist itself from Seiko, the undisputed king of affordable
watches. Take his candle obsession to a completely different, tbh amost about level. For the one who always holds a pencil behind their ears. The Oh man, I want to sleep in that chair.$78 can feel like a lot to spend on your daily water bottle... until you consider how much you save by not buying disposable water bottles, and also how cool this one looks. For
the guy who loves New York and needs art. You want a ridiculously soft, oversized, extra-long coat because of Jerry Lorenzo. Might as well go directly to the source of this one. Never been a better time to get the home desk situation really dialed in. Start with this ridiculously cool vintage-inspired lamp, which comes in black, leg, or brass.$850 at The Primary
EssentialsVor winter 2020 Best Stuff Box, co-curated by NBA All-Star Kevin Love, is filled with good vibes. When it's too cold for the mind-bogging hour-long walk, a small bedroom yoga - using this sustainable mat and block set - is a solid swap. You can rely on a brand known for its cozy rugs to sort your winter sweater sweater only thing better than one of
Richer Poorer's super soft, extra boxy T-shirts are, well, two of them. Do you think weighted rugs are nice? Try to spend an evening working on a puzzle of a patchwork.$25 on Four Point PuzzlesThe best way to tell the difference on Monday and, say, Thursday in the quarantine era? Change the color of your sweatpants. The socks you buy for yourself on a
random Tuesday in March are safe, portable, a bargain. Holiday season, wrapped-up-in-a-bow socks should be the exact opposite of that. As far as tinted shades go, no one has more fun with them than LA label Akila. Plus, they're under $150, so you can have fun actually buying them too. This perfect burgundy wool coat looks only like a 70s relic. By some
fashion miracle, it's from our most favorite affordable line, Uniqlo U.This is the kind of sweater you'll want to put on immediately, over your pyjamas, so wear right through New Year dinner. The best all-weather boot of all time is a no-brainer buy for yourself- or anyone who has been particularly good this year. Bloomscape offers the easiest way to get giant,
Instagram-worthy plants into the home. Until it gets legally cold and wet, there's no need to stop carrying your vans. Pick up a pair in a darker color and, boom, you're good until 2021.For the man who loves Hot Ones but is too smart to mess with Da Bomb Beyond Insanity.L.L. Bean sells a pair of these shearling slippers every 7 seconds in the month of
December. They are a real pleasure to bear, especially when you are holed up in some rustic but forever freezing weekend spot. Buy a pair for yourself – and the rest of the crew. Great sound, great power, all in a small package with lots of wild color options. The Bluetooth connection is seamless. And Wonderboom is waterproof, making it the perfect shower
or beach speaker, too. Miansai made his name in men's jewelry through sturdy cuffs and rope bracelets. Then came the era of the signet ring. Now we are in their pendent necklaces, which look like vintage heirlooms but are just as accessibly priced as the rest of the line. Bask in glory doing absolutely nothing this winter with a pair of Nice Laundry's best
selling lounge shorts. They are a cross between your favorite mesh basketball shorts and the boxers of an extremely rich prince, so good luck ever leaving your house again. AirPods Pro is a huge improvement over (very popular) AirPods. They're just as easy to pair and use, but because they have silicon earplugs and active noise reduction, you can
actually use them in high environments without blowing your ears out – a game changer for someone who lives in... every city. Raise your hand if you don't mind opening a burnt orange Italian glassware set? That's what we thought. French linen sheets are a luxury that is not too precious for your to actually use and enjoy in real life. In soft black, they also
manage to be interesting too. People who love food don't want strange flavored salts or infused olive oil. They want the mother of all pepper mills, unicorn Magnum Plus, that grinds like you're cooking for 200, even when you're just seasoning an omelette. A soundbar, not a new TV or projector, are actually the things that hold your janky home theater setup
back. This one from Sonos has a balanced sound profile that leaves no piece of dialogue, orchestral cast or sound effect unheard of. You will miss it the first time you actually try to watch a movie in someone else's apartment. This carbon steel pan is forged by a team of blacksmiths in Charlottesville, Virginia. It works a lot like your cast iron pan, except its
lightweight body makes it much easier to use and clean. For the whiskey lover in your life, a brown liquor that tastes leagues better than the railroad shots they took in college. Approrpriate for anyone who has ever grown poetic about what a Galaxy Hop is. A suitably daring twist on some already-pretty-bold brogue onlookers. Each outfit will take enormous
advantage, from suits to chinos or, ya know, pajama pants. Your two best friends in menswear – Noah and Barbour – met to make a monster of a weekend bag. It is 100% dry wax, waterproof, and so much better than one of these plastic rolling trunks. You know you're in the right zone with your sweaters if they look like art but feel like a baby blanket. A
brown corduroy shirt with double front pockets is supposed to be casual, but this one wants to go out for a big, fancy dinner tonight. We bootlegged our own logo and printed it on our favorite long-sleeved white T-shirt so you can rep GQ or just layer up the cold with equally positive results. This leather shirt jacket is big enough to satisfy your followers, without
being too big for your actual shoulders. Every man should own a simple, gold chain necklace. Next on the list: a matching bracelet. Fortunately, Mejuri, whose motto is fine jewelry at reasonable prices, just launched a men's collection with the perfect. An Italian mohair sofa from the 1950s is something to consider - okay, lust for - any day in the damn year.
But especially during the holidays. C'mon, it even looks like Santa Claus. Between the thriving grooming market, the top of everything cozy in menswear, and the beginning of chic objects, it's a great time to shop for the best gifts for dad (and of course be, a capital D dad). In fact, the only hard thing to find is cool gifts for dad – or someone else's pops –
sorting out the many excellent options served up to you with every Instagram scrolling and Amazon search. Which is why we're here, craft gift guides for your shopping pleasure, test bread lamps, sharing shetland sweaters, and padding around in footwear to make it even more for you to wow the big guy when his turn finally comes. We're happy to do it,
everything for Dad. All products at GQ are independently selected by our editors. However, when you buy something through our retail links, we can earn an affiliate commission. When in doubt: boutique bourbon. Take his couch nap to the next level. The only thing dads love more than a nice fleece pullover? Knowing that you, their careful offspring, got
quite a bit on a nice fleece pullover. Save or stream movies and series on this smart portable projector; the ultimate big-ticket dad gift. Harry's 2020 shaving kit includes a nifty shave - perfect for travel. Each winter wardrobe requires a thick, furry flannel. Help dad finally break up with his ankle socks. Exactly the type of sweater your old man would have worn
during the holidays in 1992. He'll be thrilled they're back in style. Wemo updated these incredibly useful smart connectors this year. What dad doesn't love tweaking his home to make it smarter? The winterized version of each father's favorite summer footwear. Hard to beat a bare bones basic on a bare bones price. Dads look incredible in all sunglasses, but
especially these square, honey-colored frames from Raen.A stealthy, sporty, hard-working ticker he'll wear forever. Not so much a great statement piece as an incredibly reliable garm that-yes-also looks much better than Dad's fleece vest/windbreaker situation. This overstuffed chair from Aussie designer Sarah Ellison is perfect for a home office or chill-out
cave. Kit dad out in GQ favorite stuff with a 1-year subscription to Best Stuff Box. For $190, he gets more than $800 worth of goods. Huckberry is filled with nifty gifts for Dad. Like this laptop-sized, eco-friendly grill, which was made for tailgating. The group gift to dad that gives back to the whole family: a tabletop pizza oven that goes all the way to tree-fired
temperatures (think: 700+).$1,000 $800 on The Smart OvenJohn Elliott's technical string pants are suitable for hiking or camping, but still nice enough to carry out for dinner or even to work. These sturdy-meets-refined apron-toe boots are the kind of luxury-brand purchases that won't look dated by the next Christmas.Founded by the grandson of Don Julio
himself, this Austin-based, Jalisco Mexico-bred tequila is made without barrels or additives. This is our favorite all-purpose, indestructible duffel bag on the planet, and it just so happens to be under $150 and comes in a variety of amazing colors. Quarantine has brought out robe-king energy in a lot of us, but Dad is really the one who cuts it best. He'll love
this extra-plush, extra-colorful option from pyjama-brand Desmond & Dempsey.$169 at Desmond & DempseyWhere he's had beards for as long as you can remember or quar has brought a new, scruffier side of him, this suite grooming goods will keep him in top shape. Target's ever-growing The aisle is a good place to grab last minute gifts for Dad. Like this
gentle shaving fog from beloved shaving brand Harry's. A musky, powdered cologne consistent with the highly codified ritual of male sartorial appearance. Translation: great GQ dad cologne. Part family gag gift, part really useful holiday dinner serving tool, Cuisinart's carving knife-only $30 on Amazon-is a no-brainer. Giant, silent, loppetjans, cord-free
headphones are a luxury dad has totally deserved. Miansai makes heirloom-worthy jewelry for men at extremely reasonable prices. This refined signet ring just might be our favorite. Our first batch of logo tees look like they've already been in dad's rotation for decades. Too many dads out there are jogging, cycling, and doing the rounds in the neighborhood
with leashes dangling everywhere. Everywhere.
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